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EDITORIAL
In modern years, aesthetics has become quite important in every aspect of everyday life:
following the hundreds of journals, magazines, blogs and websites pointing their attention towards this interesting and fascinating
topic, the request for aesthetic medicine has
increased manifolds.
Aesthetic Medicine is a new field of medicine, in which different specialists share the aim
of constructing and reconstructing the physical equilibrium of the individual. Treatment of
physical aesthetic alterations and unaesthetic
sequel of illnesses or injuries, together with
the prevention of aging, are perhaps two of the
most iconic areas of intervention for Aesthetic
Medicine. However, in order to prevent frailty
in the elderly, a program of education is similarly important. Furthermore, the line between
health and beauty is extremely thin: psychosomatic disorders resulting from low self-esteem
due to aesthetic reasons are frequent and cannot be ignored by a clinician.
It is therefore clear that there is no figure in
the field of medicine which is not involved in
Aesthetic Medicine: endocrinologists, gynecologists, angiologists, psychologists and psychiatrists, plastic surgeons, dermatologists, dieticians, physiotherapists, orthopedists, physical
education instructors, massophysiotherapists,
podologists, and rehabilitation therapists are
just some of the specialists who are sooner or
later going to have to answer their patients’
needs for aesthetic interventions. The involvement of all these specialists fits the description
of health as defined by the WHO: “a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” for which, undeniably, a team of different
physicians is required.
The number of patients requiring medical
consultation for esthetic reasons is rapidly increasing: in order to be able to provide adequate feedback, medical and paramedical specialists should be trained and, more importantly,
should be taught how to work together. Existing
Societies of Aesthetic Medicine from different
countries share the aim of creating such teams
and provide constant updates to the literature: the creation of an international network of
specialists from all around the world under the

flag of Aesthetic Medicine represents a challenge, but at the same time it is the proof of the
widespread interest in this topic.
The first issue of this Journal represents
the results of the efforts of the many national
Societies and of the Union Internationale de
Médecine Esthétique, now together as one; it
is our hope that in years to come this Journal
might improve our knowledge in this field, and
provide adequate scientific advancement in
the field of Aesthetic Medicine.
Francesco Romanelli, MD
Editor-in-chief
Associate Professor at “Sapienza”
University of Rome
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EDITORS’ NOTES
Aesthetic Medicine, the booming medical
activity
Aesthetic Medicine was born in France 40
years ago. The French Society of Aesthetic Medicine was the first of its kind in the world,
followed by Italy, Belgium and Spain. Starts
were rather difficult as aesthetic procedures
in those early years were only surgical. At that
time aesthetic doctors and cosmetic dermatologists had very few real medical procedures
to offer to their patients for treating aesthetic
problems on face and body.
At the beginning of the ‘80s, viable medical
procedures started to emerge in Europe for
aesthetic and cosmetic purposes. Mostly, at
that time, they were imported from the United
States: those included collagen injections for
wrinkles (Zyderm by Dr. Stegman), and chemical peels (phenol by Dr. Baker, TCA by Dr. Obagi). But, subsequently, European research on
Aesthetic Medicine gained momentum. Hyaluronic acid appeared on the market, as it was
discovered that it could be used as a dermal
filler for wrinkles.
During the ‘90s, the use of lasers offered aesthetic doctors and cosmetic dermatologists
new possibilities. The “beam revolution” started with CO2 laser for facial resurfacing. Today,
CO2 resurfacing is not used as much anymore,
because of the long and difficult post-op. CO2
laser was replaced with the gentler Nd-YAG
and Erbium lasers and more recently with noninvasive photonic devices for facial rejuvenation, including IPL, US and radiofrequency.
These new technologies allow today’s aesthetic
doctors and cosmetic dermatologists to offer
their patients procedures with low risk of postop complications.
Then, Botulinum Toxin has “invaded” both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean. Today, Botox injections are the most popular treatment for facial
expressive wrinkles. Botox injections are now
so common everywhere that many cosmetic
surgeons have given up their bistouries for syringes.
Last but not least, development in Aesthetic
Medicine is shown by mesotherapy and adipolipolysis. About lipolysis, new data and recent publications have explained that radiofrequency, ultrasounds and cryolyse could have
positive action to dissolve fat and to improve
some unaesthetic disorders like cellulite. The-

se non invasive procedures intend to replace
the surgical liposculpture with success.
Nowadays, Aesthetic Medicine has the necessary tools to address all major disorders within
the aesthetic field.
After 40 years, Aesthetic Medicine is now
active in 27 countries in the world (France,
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Morocco, Poland, Russia,
Switzerland, Romania, Kazakhstan, Algeria, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Venezuela, Colombia,
Chile, Mexico, U.S.A, Canada, South Korea, and
recently Ecuador, China, South Africa, Turkey,
Ukraine and Georgia). All 27 national Societies
are members of the Union Internationale de
Médecine Esthétique (U.I.M.E.).
Aesthetic Medicine is taught in 8 countries
(France, Italy, Spain, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico,
Venezuela, Kazakhstan) in universities that deliver UIME’s diplomas after 3 to 4 years of studies.
What is the future of Aesthetic Medicine?
In the last few decades, patients’ desires to
look and feel younge, have fueled Aesthetic Medicine and Cosmetic Dermatology: many different procedures have been developed to satisfy
the demands.
As life-span have increased, patients today
are not only asking about aesthetic procedures,
they are also asking for a way to stay in good
physical conditions in the last decades of their
lives.
As a direct result, Anti-Aging Medicine, which
covers skin aging and general aging, has recently emerged and expanded very quickly.
Anti-Aging Medicine can offer senior patients
better nutrition, dietary supplementation with
vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and eventually
hormone replacement therapy, but only when
needed.
Today, and in the near future, both Aesthetic
Medicine and Anti-Aging Medicine will offer to
our patients, who now live longer, better wellness with aesthetic treatments for skin aging
and anti-aging treatments for general aging.
Aesthetic Medicine is booming, but all medical practitioners should be correctly trained, so
its future will be bright.
Jean-Jacques Legrand, MD
General Secretary of UIME
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Aesthetic Medicine: a bioethic act
When in 1977 the Italian Society of Aesthetic
Medicine published the first issue of the magazine “La Medicina Estetica” Carlo Alberto Bartoletti, the Founder, wrote an editorial in which
traced the pathway of the discipline and of the
Scientific Society, still valid and projected into
the future.
Today from that Editorial Board arise an International Journal, which wants to be indexed,
in order to give to the doctors practicing Aestehetic Medicine all around the world a solid
basis of shared knowledge.
In the late ‘60s, what was called in Italy Aesthetic Medicine, moved its first steps thanks to
“remise en forme and anti aging projects” imported from the experience the “Institutul de
geriatrie Bucuresti”, directed by Dr. Ana Aslan.
For this reason,there is the bioethical imperative that the Discipline should be first prevention, then return to physiology and finally
correction.
The worldwide diffusion and the efforts of
Industries born on the wave of the phenomenon have often led to choose the fastest route
to achieve and maintain the physical aspect in
the myth of beauty at all costs, without considering that aesthetic is not synonymous of
beauty, but it is a balance between body and
mind, and the role of the doctor is to take care
of the Person globally and not only focusing on
the correction of “a badly accepted blemish”.
Faithful to the teaching of my Master had almost 50 years ago, this new journal will have
the task of elevating the human resources, aligning and validating methodologies, but above
all affirming the humanitas of the medical art
in its purest sense to pursue the good and the
graceful for the person who relies on it.
Fulvio Tomaselli, MD
Honorary President of the Italian
Society of Aesthetic Medicine

Aesthetic Medicine needs science. All over
the world.
All Aesthetic Doctors know that science is
the basis for safety. Safety is the most important issue in our discipline.
Unfortunately, Aesthetic Medicine is more
often surrounded by marketing than by science, despite the hard work done by Scientific
Societies all over the World. And, too often
doctors working in this field are dealing with
sellers that promote products with insufficient scientific studies. However, they sell it
anyway. I think that doctors must learn that
the first thing to ask about a medical device is
the scientific background regarding that product: patients treated, follow up period, adverse events and, most of all, publications.
With this new International Journal completely dedicated to Aesthetic Medicine, proposed
by the Italian Society of Aesthetic Medicine, endorsed by UIME and shared by all the National
Societies of Aesthetic Medicine belonging to
UIME, World Aesthetic Medicine wants to stimulate scientific production in this discipline
to increase safety and quality in aesthetic medical procedures.
Another important goal of the Journal is to
catalyze the proposal of new protocols and
guidelines in Aesthetic Medicine, with the consensus of the entire Aesthetic Medicine Scientific Community.
What this Journal should achieve in the near
future is to improve the number and quality
of scientific production in Aesthetic Medicine,
in order to allow this discipline to grow in the
field of evidence based medicine, not only in
the rationale field.
I hope this can be the start of a new era for
Aesthetic Medicine, with the commitment of all
Scientific Societies all over the world.
Emanuele Bartoletti, MD
Managing Editor
President of the Italian
Society of Aesthetic Medicine
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ABSTRACT
Radiofrequency (RF) devices for aesthetic applications are becoming
increasingly popular in clinics worldwide due to their demonstrated efficacy
and safety combined with a relative lack of complications and downtime.
Heating of body tissues by RF energy is a mechanism for therapeutic. Such
effects may be produced by local changes in tissue temperature and others may
be systemic effects due to the additional thermal load on the body. An elevated
core temperature increases metabolism, heart rate, respiration rate, and nerve
conduction velocity. The aim of this study was to determine whether healthy
subjects, non-obese, undergoing treatment with RF could see changes in Resting
Energy Expenditure (REE) and Sympathetic Nervous System (SNA), Galvanic Skin
Responses (GSR). Seven healthy adult males took part in the study. The study
protocol consisted of the treatment of twenty minutes of radiofrequency in the
abdominal region. Participants in the study were presented in the morning at
8.00 a.m. fasting for at least 12 hours, underwent measurement of REE, Heart
Rate Variability (HRV) and GSR 60 minutes prior to treatment, immediately
after treatment, and 120 minutes after treatment. Radiofrequency induced
significant increases of REE, sympathetic activity, and GSR. This result is also
useful in the interpretation of the relationship between the sympathetic nervous
system and food intake in young subjects. It has demonstrated a significant
influence of sympathetic activity on eating behaviour, also through an increase
in thermogenesis.
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Introduction
As the aging population in our society continues to
increase, many people are seeking technologies and
treatments to help achieve a more youthful appearance.
This, coupled with the general population’s busy
lifestyle, is leading towards a desire for procedures
with minimal side effects and a limited recovery time.
Cutaneous aging is a net process resulting from
intrinsic and extrinsic factors and is associated with
many pathologic changes, including net reduction
in dermal components, tissue degeneration, and
decreased skin elasticity, all of which ultimately
lead to macroscopic sagging and wrinkling. During
the last decade, a number of injectable dermal fillers
and laser modalities have been developed to counter
the aging process.
Between the skin rejuvenation modalities,
radiofrequency (RF) has emerged as a safe and
effective treatment for a broad range of aesthetic and
medical indications1. The RF devices for aesthetic
applications such as body and face skin tightening,
cellulite reduction, rhytids and body contouring
treatments are becoming increasingly popular
in clinics worldwide due to their demonstrated
efficacy and safety combined with a relative lack of
complications and downtime.
The mechanism of action of RF in a medical
application is based on an oscillating electrical
current forcing collision between charged molecules
and ions, which are then transformed into heat.
The RF generated tissue heating has different
biological and clinical effects, depending on the
depth of tissue targeted, the frequency used, and
specific cooling of the dermis and epidermis.
The depth of penetration of RF energy is inversely
proportional to the frequency. Consequently, lower
frequencies of RF are able to penetrate more deeply.
RF technology also has the ability to non-invasively
and selectively heat large volumes of subcutaneous
adipose tissue. By selecting the appropriate electric
field, one can obtain greater heating of fat or water.
In cosmetic dermatology, RF is most commonly used
to non-invasively tighten lax skin; to contour the
body by influencing adipocytes; and, consequently,
to improve the appearance of cellulite.
Radiofrequency emits focused electromagnetic
waves, which meet resistance within the tissue,
generating heat. This thermal energy affects
collagen’s triple helix structure, subsequently
breaking the intramolecular hydrogen bonds
resulting in immediate collagen contracture and
subsequent neocollagenesis within the dermis
without disrupting the epidermis2.
Excessive exposure to RF energy can produce
burns or other thermal damage to tissue, or, for
whole body exposure, physiological stress resulting
from excessive body heating. Since the 1960s,

exposure guidelines for human exposure to RF
energy effect in the United States and elsewhere1,2
have been based in large part on animal studies.
In particular, the limits1,2 for whole-body exposure
are based on responses of animals subjected to
whole-body exposures at levels that are sufficient
to produce behavioural changes but not thermal
damage to tissue.
Because of the large interspecies differences in
thermoregulation, the observed responses in the
animals used for these studies (chiefly, rodents
and primates) may not be representative of human
responses under similar exposure conditions.
Until recently there has been almost a complete
lack of data from humans exposed for extended
times to RF energy under conditions that are
relevant to setting exposure guidelines. Several
recent studies at the John B.
Pierce Laboratory in New Haven CT and the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Brooks AFB,
Texas by Adair and colleagues have measured
thermoregulatory responses to extended (45
minutes) RF exposures of human volunteers under
controlled environmental conditions.
These studies measured a variety of sensory
and thermophysiological endpoints3,4 in subjects
exposed to RF energy at frequencies of 100, 450 and
2450 MHz.
This sophisticated method of transepidermal,
non-invasive RF thermal delivery provides a variable
and controversial tightening effect, which is not
usually apparent, if at all, until dermal remodelling
occurs a few months after the treatment.
Non-invasive tissue tightening treatments have
an inherent safety limitation because energy is
delivered through the skin surface and the threshold
epidermal burn temperature is significantly lower
than the optimal temperature for the collagen
contraction.
These studies are the first, and apparently
only, measurements of physiological responses of
humans exposed for extended periods to RF energy
of substantial parts of their bodies. The tests were
conducted under carefully controlled environmental
conditions and at exposure levels well above present
U.S. and international limits.
While more recent thermal models for the human
body are available (e.g. those proposed by Fiala D.
et al. and by Xu X. et al5,6) the Hardy-Stolwijk model7
was chosen for several reasons: it is a physiologically
based model that was developed over a period
of more than two decades and was validated by
numerous human studies, and remains valid
today5,6. Unlike some of the more recent models,
source code, model parameters, and extensive
commentary are readily available7. An elevated core
temperature increases metabolism and certain other
functions such as heart rate, respiration rate, and
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nerve conduction velocity. The largest component of
daily energy expenditure, especially in people with
sedentary lifestyle, is REE8. REE accounts for 60–75%
of total daily energy expenditure and decreases with
age and physical inactivity.
It is well known that Fat-Free Mass (FFM) accounts
for the majority of inter-individual variability in
REE. The Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) is an
important control mechanism of the body. The SNS
shows physiologic fluctuations with age, which are
often considered to relate to differences in the REE9.
Activation of the SNS is measurable by various
parameters, as GSR, and HRV.
HRV power spectral analysis is a well-accepted,
useful, and non-invasive method, and has provided
a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of neuro-autonomic function under
various research and clinical settings10,11,12.
In general, power spectral analysis of HRV has
shown at least two distinct regions of periodicity
in electrocardiogram R-R intervals13,14. Previous
investigations demonstrated that the percentage of
body fat15, energy storage16, and glucose-induced
thermogenesis17 are correlated with differences in
the power spectral components.
A series of recent studies with the HRV power
spectral analysis have shown that obese young
women possess significantly lower sympathetic
activity against various thermogenic perturbations,
such as cold exposure18, capsaicin-containing yellow
curry diet19, and mixed food intake20.
Unlike invasive measurements such as plasma
catecholamine concentration, catecholamine turnover,
and muscle sympathetic nerve activity, the HRV power
spectral analysis lightens the burden imposed on
subjects during an experiment and is a suitable and
valuable approach to evaluating vegetative activity in
large-scale of obesity research.
Although the relation between HRV and body
mass index has been shown, as reported in the
studies cited above, other authors have indicated
that no correlation was noted between HRV and
body mass index11,21.
On the other hand, Hirsch and Mackintos have
reported their perplexity about the controversial
influences of autonomic nervous activity (measured
by HRV) on body weight22. GSR is a change in
electrical conductivity between two points on
the respondent’s skin. Fahrenberg and Wientjes23
report GSR to be the most convenient physiological
indicator for workload and GSR amplitudes may
reflect the amount of affective or emotional arousal
elicited by a stimulus or a situation. GSR is among
the most suitable measures of arousal in studies
regarding the autonomic nervous system.
The aim of this study was to determine whether
healthy subjects, non-obese, undergoing treatment
with radiofrequency could see changes in REE and

in SNA induced, GSR.

Methods
Subjects
Twenty healthy adult males took part in the
study. All participants were in good health, as
defined by the absence of cardiovascular disease,
and no history of endocrine disorders and were not
taking any medication. Prior to data collection, the
purpose of this study was explained thoroughly
and informed consent was obtained from each
participant, according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Study protocol
The study protocol consisted of the treatment of
twenty minutes of radiofrequency (SPARK, RF 1-4,
Oxiline, San Marino) in the abdominal region.
Participants in the study were presented in the
morning at 8.00 a.m., fasting for at least 12 hours,
underwent measurement of REE, HRV and GSR
60 minutes prior to treatment, immediately after
treatment, and 120 minutes after treatment.
Measurement of HRV responses, GSR and REE
The HRV-power spectrum was evaluated on a
5-min long ECG recording. The ECG signal was
acquired on a PC at 100s/s with an electrocardiograph
(Cardioline, delta-1 plus, Italy) connected to the
serial port of a PC; a custom software written with
LabView (National Instruments, Texas) was used for
data acquisition and analysis.
All the R-waves were automatically recognised
and all the R-R intervals were calculated. The R-Rintervals sequence was re-sampled to obtain a
constant-time based signal (10 samples/sec).
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was then applied
to this signal and visualised in the form of power
spectrum. The absolute values of this spectrum
were, finally, summed in the low frequency (0.040.15 Hz; LF), and high frequency (0.15-0.40; HF)
range. Low Frequency (LF) and High Frequency (HF)
were the values used to estimate the sympathetic
and parasympathetic activity18.
The GSR parameters were measured simultaneously
using the SenseWear Pro Armband™ (version 3.0,
BodyMedia, Inc. PA, USA), which was worn on the
right arm over the triceps muscle at the midpoint
between the acromion and olecranon processes, as
recommended by the manufacturer.
REE was measured by breath-by-breath respiratory
gas exchange with the indirect calorimetric device
(VMax 29, Sensor Medics, USA), using a mask. Gas
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analysers were calibrated before each measurement
using three known standard gas concentrations.
Measurements were ceased once a 5-minute steadystate period was achieved, or after 30 minutes,
whichever occurred first. The indirect calorimeter
was connected to an IBM-compatible personal
computer for the management and storage of data.

Statistical analysis
The statistical program GraphPad Prism for
Windows (v.5.01) (San Diego, CA, USA) was used for
the analysis and treatment of the data. Physiological
responses during the experimental session were
evacuated using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with repeated measurements, as well
as the Student’s t-test, when appropriate. When a
significant F value emerged (p<0.05), the Bonferroni
multiple comparisons test was performed to
compare each group with the other ones. Data are
reported as Mean (M) ± Standard Deviation (SD).

it remained significantly elevated at 120 min after
treatment, compared to basal values.
Figure 2 shows the variations of GSR. This variable
reached a peak immediately after treatment and it
remained significantly elevated at 90 min treatment,
compared to basal value.
Figure 3 shows the change in LF. This variable
reached a peak immediately after treatment and
it remained significantly elevated at 120 min after
treatment, compared to basal values. No ventricular
arrhythmias or ST segment abnormalities were
recorded.
Figure 4 shows the change in HF. HF values not
show changes. The analysis of variance shows no
significant effect.

Discussion

Results
Physical characteristics
The physical characteristics of the subjects
participating in the study are presented in Table 1.
Responses to stress treatment

N°

20

Age (Years)

24.9 ± 1,6

Weight (Kg)

72.7 ± 5.3

Height (m)

1.71 ± 7.2

BMI (Kg/m2)

24.9 ± 1.9

Figure 1 - Mean ± Standard Deviation of REE (Kcal/day) 60 minutes before, immediately after treatment, and 120 minutes after treatment with radiofrequency.

	
  

Table 1 - Physical characteristics of the subjects

Radiofrequency induced significant increases of
REE, sympathetic activity, and GSR. The analysis of
variance showed significant differences between the
experimental conditions for REE [F(2,57) = 2.6, p <
0.01], GSR [F(2,57) = 2.8 p < 0.005], LF [F(2,57) = 3.5,
p < 0.001].
Figure 1 reports the change in REE. This variable
reached a peak immediately after treatment and

Figure 2 - Mean ± Standard Deviation of GSR 60 minutes before,
immediately after treatment, and 120 minutes after treatment with
radiofrequency.
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Figure 3 - Mean ± Standard Deviation of LF of HRV-power spectrum
60 minutes before, immediately after treatment, and 120 minutes
after treatment with radiofrequency.

Figure 4 - Mean ± Standard Deviation of HF of HRV-power spectrum
60 minutes before, immediately after treatment, and 120 minutes
after treatment with radiofrequency.

The demand for non-invasive methods of facial
and body rejuvenation has experienced exponential
growth over the last decade. There is a particular
interest in safe and effective ways to decrease
skin laxity and smooth irregular body contours
and texture without downtime. These non-invasive
treatments are being sought after because less time
for recovery means less time lost from work and
social endeavours.
The RF treatments are traditionally titrated to
be non-ablative and are optimal for those wishing
to avoid recovery time. Not only is there minimal
recovery but there is also a high level of safety with
aesthetic RF treatments.
The RF devices offer a non-ablative and noninvasive treatment option. By delivering RF energy
in the form of a monopolar electric current, heat is
generated because of tissue resistance to flow.
Heat damage, and the subsequent inflammatory

	
  

	
  

cascade, alter collagen and produce a tightening
effect22,24.
Initially, in 2002, the Food and Drug
Administration granted clearance for an RF device
to treat periorbital rhytids. Later, the device was
cleared for facial laxity and, in 2006, the device was
cleared for treatment of non-facial skin, including
the abdomen, thigh, and buttocks. Although a
number of studies exist that demonstrate RF effect
on facial skin, relatively fewer clinical studies have
evaluated RF on non-facial skin.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine
the effect of short-term of RF on HRV, GSR and REE.
This study sheds further light on the controversial
issue regarding the relationship between autonomic
nervous system and body weight.
The present experiment indicates an increase of
vegetative nervous activity during a treatment of
RF and the increase of autonomic control regarding
the sympathetic component. Such effects may be
produced by local changes in tissue temperature
(for example, thermally induced changes in regional
blood flow) and others systemic effects may be due
to the additional thermal load on the body.
An elevated core temperature increases metabolism
and certain other functions such as heart rate,
respiration rate, and nerve conduction velocity.
The increase of the sympathetic branch could
be an important factor in the reduction of obesity.
Indeed, an increase of sympathetic activity is related
to a high-energy expenditure, so that an increased
energetic cost could explain a decrease the body
weight. The sympathetic nervous system is involved
in the control of body weight25, partly through its
effect on energy expenditure26.
The present experiment confirms also that GSR
is a sensitive psycho-physiological index of stress,
since the modification of GSR is related to changes
in sympathetic arousal27. The evidence reported in
this paper corroborates the validity of GRS as noninvasive tool in research on responses to stress28.
The age-related decline in the vegetative control
has been considered an important factor in the
reduction of resting energy expenditure, therefore,
young healthy male were analysed.
Indeed, suppression of sex hormones to
post-menopausal levels reduces resting energy
expenditure in young healthy women, through a
reduction of autonomic nervous activity29.
The originality of the present experiment is
to emphasise the difference in the sympathetic
modulation immediately after treatment with RF
and that it remained significantly elevated at 120
min after treatment, compared to basal values.
This result is also useful in the interpretation of
the relationship between the sympathetic nervous
system and food intake in young subjects. It has
demonstrated a significant influence of sympathetic
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activity on eating behaviour4, also through an
increase in thermogenesis30,31. Much experimental
evidence has demonstrated that an increase in
sympathetic and thermogenic activity reduces
food intake. Therefore, the obesity can be due to
an increase in food intake associated to a reduced
activity of the sympathetic nervous system and
thermogenesis.
Although food intake was not measured, the
results of the present experiment are consistent
with the hypothesis that a reduction in autonomic
activity could play a determinant role in the increase
in food intake and in the induction or maintenance
of obesity.
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ABSTRACT
The therapeutical approach of cellulite aims at: 1) the reduction of the
subcutaneous fat layer, 2) the increase in dermal thickness and elasticity and
3) the dissection of hypertrophic connective tissue septae, responsible for the
most pronounced dermal indentions. This report analyses the vast therapeutic
armamentarium for the treatment of cellulite with a focus on scientific advances
and the controversies. This article provides a review of the international
scientific literature and a systematic evaluation of the scientific evidence of the
efficacy of the different treatments in cellulite reduction and supports various
and different results.
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Introduction
Cellulite is a multifactorial condition and refers
to a local alteration of the relief of the skin, which
acquires an orange-peel, or mattress, appearance.
The orange-peel appearance results from the
bulging of fat lobules out of their connective frame,
into the dermis. The phenomenon is most commonly
seen on hips, buttocks, and thighs but can also touch
other areas, including the abdomen. Up to 90% of
woman, over 20 years of age, are affected at various
degrees, against only 2% of men1.
Cellulite is seen as a normal condition by the
medical community, but it is a serious cosmetic
concern for most women affected by it. Although
cellulite involves fat cells, it is not a manifestation
of obesity, and even young women with a normal
body mass index (BMI) may get it2.
However, being overweight aggravates the
presence of cellulite. Other risk factors include
a predisposing genetic background, hormonal
imbalance, medication that causes water retention, a
sedentary lifestyle, prolonged periods of immobility,
wearing tight clothes, smoking, excessive alcohol
intake, unhealthy eating habits, stress, and being
Caucasian. Some disorders have also been associated
with cellulite, such as venous insufficiency,
kidney problems, metabolic perturbations, and
gastrointestinal alterations3.
The exact aetiology of cellulite is still a matter
of debate, but most scientists will agree on the
involvement of reduced microcirculation, interstitial
liquid infiltration (oedema), localised hypertrophy
of adipocytes, oxidative stress, and persistent lowgrade inflammation, combined with extracellular
matrix alterations4,5.
The extensibility, elasticity, and resilience of the
skin are also abnormal6.
The condition may start with hormone-induced
activation of matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs),
which weakens capillary walls and challenges
extracellular matrix integrity. As a result, fluid leaks
out of vessels, and inflammatory cells are recruited
within tissues where they generate inflammation
and release additional MMPs. In an effort to heal,
the damaged matrix of the septa becomes fibrous
sclerotic. Meanwhile, hormones may also stimulate
the metabolic activity of adipocytes, which increase
in volume. Hypertrophic fat lobules tend to exert
pressure on the surrounding capillaries, therefore
adding to their fragility and hampering circulation.
The process is a reminder of what happens
with aging in the upper layers of skin (dermis
and epidermis) where changes are associated with
MMP activation, altered biomechanical properties,
reduced vessel integrity, and inflammation.
A clinical study conducted by Ortonne et al
confirmed that the presence of cellulite precipitates

skin aging in women over 30 years of age.
Therefore, it may be advisable to address both
conditions simultaneously when treating cellulite7,8,9.
The method most widely used to classify cellulite
is that proposed by Nürnberger and Müller, which
was based on 4 grades defined according to clinical
presentation; 0: no changes; I: visible changes at
skin clamping or muscle contraction; II: visible
changes when there is no manipulation; and III:
visible changes associated with nodulations10.
The methods used to evaluate the severity of
cellulite include: anthropometric measurements,
macro
photography,
bioelectrical
impedance,
thermogram, Doppler flowmetry, high-resolution
two-dimensional ultrasound (US), nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging, and skin biopsy followed by
histological examination11.
A wide range of products and treatments for
cellulite reduction is available but currently existing
treatments for cellulite have often shown only mild
improvements in the appearance of cellulite, and
most of these improvements are not maintained
over time.
Studies about cellulite treatments are often
limited by small patient groups, the lack of control
groups, inadequate blinding of investigators, and a
failure to test for statistical significance. This article
provides an overview of the available treatments
and their mechanisms of action.
Weight loss
Cellulite occurs in lean women and obese women
and men. Weight gain, however, can accentuate the
appearance of cellulite. There have been reports of
weight loss and its effects on cellulite. Smalls et al
revealed that weight loss can have variable effects
on cellulite grade and that on average, cellulite
severity decreased following weight loss12.
This is especially true for affected individuals who
have a higher body mass index (BMI) and a greater
severity of cellulite grading. These individuals
experienced improvement in cellulite severity with
significant weight loss. Smalls at al also found an
increase in skin compliance (skin looseness) in all of
their study participants. Increased skin compliance
did not necessarily have an impact on subjects
whose cellulite improved, but it adversely affected
the individuals whose cellulite became worse with
weight loss.
It is not clear, however, if skin compliance plays
a significant role in the aetiology of cellulite. Their
study also revealed that skin dimpling did not
significantly improve with weight loss, with only a
slight decrease in the depth of dimples.
They attributed this finding to the fact that skin
dimpling is caused by dermal collagenous septae
that do not necessarily improve with weight loss.
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Different regions of the body respond differently
to weight loss (i.e., abdominal vs. femoral).
Mauriège et al revealed very interesting findings
regarding adipose tissue; their research focused on
the response to a low-calorie diet and the effects
thereof on adrenoreceptor (AR) sensitivity on
adipocytes of the abdominal and femoral regions in
both males and females13,14.
Their study showed that there is an overall
significant reduction in fat cell weight in both sexes
by 15% to 20% after an average 10-kg weight loss
(P \.1 and P \.05). Basal lipolysis, maximal lipolytic
response to isoproterenol (α β-AR agonist), and
dobutamine and procaterol (which are β1- and β2AR agonists, respectively) as well as the maximum
antilipolytic effects of epinephrine (an α2-AR agonist)
were similar before and after weight loss.
However, both β1- and β2-AR lipolytic sensitivities
and overall β-AR density were increased in both
genders after weight loss; this effect was more
marked in the subcutaneous abdominal adipose
tissue as compared to femoral adipose tissue (P\.001
to. 05). α2-AR antilipolytic sensitivity was reduced
in adipose cells from both regions in women, but
only in abdominal adipose cells in men (P\.05), even
though α2-AR density remained unchanged.
In addition, femoral adipocytes are larger in
women than in men. In their study, Mauriège et al
found that this difference loses its significance after
weight loss, because adipose cell size reduction was
found to be the same order of magnitude in both
genders13,14.
The result of their work is interesting from the
viewpoint of cellulite management. Because we know
that in femoral adipose cells the α2-ARs outnumber,
which are antilipolytic (as opposed to abdominal
adipocytes, in which the β-ARs outnumber, with high
lipolytic response to catecholamine stimulation),
abdominal adipocytes are the main source of
mobilising energy sources during times of calorie
deprivation.
Of interest is the fact that the sensitivity of α2-ARs
decreases during times of fasting. However, their
number remains unchanged. Unless weight reduction
is a continuous process, femoral adipocytes will
regain their size and antilipolytic activity. Further
studies need to be performed to investigate the
effects of a low-calorie diet over a long period of
time and what effect that diet will have on femoral
adipocyte α2-AR density and sensitivity14.
Topical Treatments
Cosmeceuticals represent a new category of products
placed between cosmetics and pharmaceuticals that
are intended for the enhancement of both the health
and beauty of the skin15.
These products are found in many forms,
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including vitamins, peptides, growth factors, and
botanic extracts. In particular, cosmeceuticals
containing topical vitamin formulations are
increasing in popularity in skin care16.
However, available cosmeceuticals show little
effect in improving cellulite, and none has shown
to lead to its complete disappearance. It is unlikely
that topically applied pharmacologic agents can
alter the fundamental cutaneous architecture
existing in cellulite-prone areas. Therefore, various
treatments currently available are only partially
or temporarily effective, and topical treatments
are being considered as an adjunctive cellulite
treatment. Topical anti-cellulite preparations may
be divided in 4 major groups according to their
mechanism of action.
These treatments include agents that respectively:
• increase the microcirculation flow
• reduce lipogenesis, promote lipolysis
• restore the normal structure of dermis and
subcutaneous tissue
• prevent free radical formation or scavenge free
radicals.
Several pharmacologic agents available for the
treatment of cellulite lack scientific evidence of
long-term efficacy. Only two agents, aminophylline
and retinoids, have been critically evaluated17,18.
Furthermore Turati F. et al in their article provide
a systematic evaluation of the scientific evidence
of the efficacy of cosmetic products in cellulite
reduction and supports a moderate efficacy in thigh
circumference reduction19.
Topical agents are often used by women to
treat cellulite. Normally, they are recommended to
treat mild-to-moderate cellulite and as an adjuvant
treatment for severe cellulite.
Hexsel D. and Soirefmann M., in their clinical
experience, including the results of a study with a
small number of patients using topical treatment
for cellulite, confirm that, even knowing the limited
effects of topical products, there is a significant
positive impact in self-esteem and in the patients’
compliance when they are using topical treatment18.
Manual/Mechanical Massage
The technique of manual lymphatic drainage (MLD),
developed by the Danish biologists Emil and Estrid
Vodder in 1936, is one of the main pillars of the
treatment of lymphoedema, because its movements
help lymphatic circulation20.
Its purpose is draining fluids accumulated
between interstitial spaces, particularly in dermis,
collaborating thus for tissue fluid balance by
means of pressure differentials that will promote
the displacement of lymph and interstitial fluid
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towards the bloodstream. Superficial and gentle
manoeuvres are performed throughout the path
of lymphatic vessels to eliminate lymph fluids and
reduce oedema21.
Considering that MLD is a technique aimed at
stimulating the lymphatic system, reducing fluid
excess, and eliminating metabolic waste, and that
cellulite seems to be related to metabolic changes
and fluid accumulation in dermal connective
tissue leading to the worsening of anatomical
characteristics, MLD may be beneficial in the control
of this condition.
Schonvvetter B. et al investigated the efficacy and
safety of manual lymphatic drainage for cellulite
management. In their work a significant reduction of
elastic return of skin on buttocks, which means skin
elasticity worsening, was observed and all measures
obtained by ultrasound images showed no changes
(p>0.05). Their final observations were that manual
lymphatic drainage is safe but not effective as an
isolated approach for cellulite management.
Further randomised, controlled or comparative
studies about manual lymphatic drainage for
cellulite control, as unique or combined therapeutic
modality, are necessary22.
The basis for various massage/suction techniques
used for cellulite treatment rests on the premise
that the condition is caused by impaired circulation.
Endermologie or skin kneading is a nonpharmacological
method that employs mechanical means to mobilise
the subcutaneous fat in affected areas14.
Despite the high cost of Endermologie
treatment, little evidence exists to support its
efficacy. Proponents of this process claim that
massage/suction improves the disorganisation
of subcutaneous tissue structures and improves
lymphatic flow. The procedure is performed twice
weekly, with each session lasting 10 to 45 minutes.
A 12-week study by Collis et al compared healthy
individuals with cellulite treated with Endermologie
and/or aminophylline cream (a phosphodiesterase
inhibitor) and found no statistical difference in
thigh measurements between patients23.
Any subjective improvement noted by study
participants was attributed secondary to weight
loss and exercise rather than skin kneading. The
results of this study were challenged by the fact that
treatment duration was only 10 minutes and that
improvement should have been analysed by more
objective criteria than subjective self-assessment
alone. Chang et al showed promising results
using Endermologie for the treatment of thigh
circumference reduction. The study group exhibited
a wide range of body types, initial weights, and final
results14,24.
Out of 85 patients, 46 patients completed seven
sessions of treatment and showed a mean index
reduction in body circumference of 1.34 cm, while
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39 patients who completed 14 sessions of treatments
showed a mean index reduction in body circumference
of 1.83 cm. A decrease in mean body circumference
index was seen regardless of weight loss or gain in
study participants.
Even though evidence exists that Endermologie
can reduce the thigh circumference in a dose and
time-dependent fashion, the long-term efficacy and
longevity of these effects is still questionable.
Randomised controlled trials need to be
conducted with objective evaluation of response as
opposed to subject’s satisfaction, such as the use
of non-invasive imaging techniques to monitor the
response of massage/suction and the persistent
changes that are claimed as proposed mechanisms
of action over a period of time14.
Mesotherapy
Michel Pistor gave an intravenous injection of
procaine to a man suffering from asthma in France
during the 1950s, and this experience started the
practice of mesotherapy. Although the asthma
did not improve, the man’s longstanding deafness
improved temporarily. Dr Pistor concluded that
injection into the subcutaneous tissues would give
the best results, and claimed many health benefits
from his method of injecting procaine locally.
Since the tissue into which he was injecting was
of mesodermal origin, he called this technique
mesotherapy25,26.
Mesotherapy is a controversial cosmetic procedure
and today falls into two categories.
Lipolytic mesotherapy using lipolytic stimulators
requires more frequent treatments as the fat cells
are not destroyed and can refill over time.
Ablative mesotherapy destroys fat cells with a
detergent, causes inflammation and scarring from
the fat necrosis, but requires fewer treatments27.
Mesotherapy, a technique that uses the injection
of various substances into the subcutaneous fat to
dissolve the fat, is a popular treatment for cellulite.
However, few studies substantiate the benefit of
this approach. The technique involves a series of
injections delivered into the subcutaneous.
The solutions have included compounds like
methylxanthines, such as caffeine, aminophylline,
and theophylline, etc., which cause lipolysis via
phosphodiesterase inhibition and elevation of cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (c-AMP) levels, as well as
hormones, enzymes, herbal extracts, vitamins, and
minerals.
Herreros et al about mesotherapy claim that
there is only scant scientific information about this
subject published in periodicals indexed on MedLine.
Most indexed publications about this subject deal
with the complications of this technique and wellresearched scientific studies about this technique
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are necessary to offer data to medical professionals
that will clearly explain to patients both the benefits
and the risks of these procedures28.
The lack of a precise treatment protocol, the
unpredictable outcome, and the risk of localised
adverse events including oedema, ecchymosis,
tender subcutaneous nodules, infection, urticarial
reactions, and irregular skin contours have
discouraged many clinicians from attempting this
technique14.
The one ingredient most consistently used is
phosphatidylcholine (soybean lecithin extract),
to which someone attribute the ability to induce
lipolysis via the activation of β-ARs.
Rose et al showed that a mixed septal and lobular
panniculitis with abundant fat necrosis and serous
lipoatrophy is seen after phosphatidylcholine
injection14,29.
Rotunda et al and Palumbo et al have identified
sodium deoxycholate, a detergent that produces
nonspecific destruction of cell membranes, as a
major active ingredient in this therapy30,31.
Brown and Duncan state that the injection of PCDC did not produce anticipated aesthetic results.
The lack of tissue specificity of PC-DC injections
creates a concern regarding long-term safety
especially when the drug is injected by untrained
practitioners32,33.
Carboxytherapy
Carbon dioxide (CO2) therapy or carboxytherapy
is the transcutaneous administration of CO2 for
therapeutic purposes. This treatment purports to
affect fat cells and circulation. Sound physiologic
principles underlie the possible mechanisms of
CO2 action, modulating its effects on the skin and
subdermal layers. In a histologic study, Brandi C
et al reported fracturing of the adipose tissue with
release of triglycerides in the intercellular spaces
and adipocytes presenting thin fracture lines in the
plasma membrane34.
These cell damages did not involve the connective
spaces where the major vascular structures are
located. The dermis presented a thicker appearance
than before the treatment, with the collagen
fibres distributed more diffusely. The same
authors reported microcirculatory changes after
CO2 therapy, reflected by increased perfusion as
measured by laser Doppler flowmetry and increased
oxygen tension as measured by transcutaneous
oxygen tension. This is to be expected from the Bohr
Effect on the oxygen dissociation curve.
Ferreira et al, in a blind, interventional, cross
sectional study, investigated CO2 injection in the
dermis of Wistar rats. Treated rats showed intense
collagen turnover in their skin samples compared
with control animals, which had saline injections35.
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These findings support the subjective clinical
findings of improved skin texture after CO2 therapy.
Brandi C et al showed increased skin elasticity up
to 55.5%, as measured by the Cutometer SEM 474
Courage-Khazaka (CK Electronics, Koln, Germany),
when carboxytherapy is combined with liposuction
for the treatment of cellulite on lateral thighs36,37.
Cryolipolysis
Cryolipolysis is an interesting technique for the
treatment of cellulite and localised adiposities.
The principle behind this technology exploits the
premise that adipocytes are more susceptible to
cooling than other skin cells. Precise application of
cold temperatures triggers the death of adipocytes
that are subsequently engulfed and digested by
macrophages38,39.
No changes in subcutaneous fat are noticeable
immediately after treatment. An inflammatory
process stimulated by apoptosis of adipocytes, as
reflected by an influx of inflammatory cells, can
be seen within 3 days after treatment and peaks at
approximately 14 days thereafter as the adipocytes
become surrounded by histiocytes, neutrophils,
lymphocytes, and other mononuclear cells.
At 14–30 days after treatment, macrophages
and other phagocytes surround, envelope, and
digest the lipid cells as part of the body’s natural
response to injury. Four weeks after treatment, the
inflammation lessens and the adipocyte volume is
decreased. Two to three months after treatment,
the interlobular septa are distinctly thickened and
the inflammatory process further decreases. By this
time, the fat volume in the treated area is apparently
decreased and the septae account for the majority
of the tissue volume40,41.
In clinical studies, cryolipolysis was shown to
reduce subcutaneous fat at the treatment site by
up to 25% after one treatment. Improvements were
seen in 86% of treated subjects42.
Krueger et al do not deny the effectiveness of
the technique but observe that more randomised,
controlled, double-blind studies with a sufficient
number of subjects and objective measurements
with high reproducibility are needed to evaluate
the short-term and long-term efficacy and side
effects of cryolipolysis. Further research should be
directed towards identifying more ideal settings and
maintenance programmes43.
Ultrasound (US-HIFU)
Ultrasound (US) has long been an intriguing
medical modality because of its non-invasive nature,
low cost, and relatively low rate of complications44.
Sound is transmitted by mechanical vibrations;
ultrasound technology utilises vibrations that are
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outside of the range of human hearing.
The frequency threshold between audible sound
waves and ultrasound waves is fixed at 20 kHz.
Hertz (Hz), international unit of measurement
of the frequency, represents the number of cycles
per second of compression and expansion. US
parameters are wavelength, frequency, propagation
speed, intensity and attenuation.
Ultrasounds effects on biological tissues are
mechanical, thermal and cavitational. US waves
through fat tissue create microcavities with a
series of expansion and compression cycles on
cell membranes, leading to cell disruption and fat
liquefaction. Palumbo P et al studied the action
of “low frequency, high intensity US” on “ex vivo”
human adipose tissue by evaluating the biological
effects induced45.
The authors investigated the effects of both
external and surgical ultrasound-irradiation by
evaluating, the sample weight loss and fat release,
the histological architecture alteration the apoptosis
induction as well the influence of saline buffer
tissue-infiltration on the effects of ultrasound
irradiation. The experimental results demonstrated
that both transcutaneous and surgical ultrasound
exposure caused a significant weight loss and fat
release and the effectiveness of US was much higher
when the tissue samples were previously infiltrated
with saline buffer.
Evaluation of histological characteristics of USirradiated samples showed a clear alteration of
adipose tissue architecture as well a prominent
destruction of collagen fibres that were dependent
on US intensity and most relevant in saline bufferinfiltrated samples.
The structural changes of collagen bundles
present between the lobules of fat cells were
confirmed through scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) which clearly demonstrated how ultrasound
exposure induced a drastic reduction in the
compactness of the adipose connective tissue
and an irregular arrangement of the fibres with a
consequent alteration in the spatial architecture.
The analysis of the composition of lipids in the
fat releases from adipose tissue after US treatment
with surgical device showed, in agreement with the
level of adipocyte damage, a significant increase
mainly of triglycerides and cholesterol.
US exposure had been shown to induce apoptosis
as shown by the appearance DNA fragmentation.
Accordingly, US treatment led to a downmodulation of the procaspase-9 expression and to
an increased level of the caspase-3 active form45,46.
High-intensity focused ultrasound has been used
effectively for non-invasive body sculpting to either
tighten skin by contracting collagen fibres or remove
adipose tissue stores via ablation47.
Previous studies have demonstrated that optimal
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results are obtained when the patients have a BMI
less than 30 kg/m2 and have at least 1 cm of adipose
tissue beyond the treatment area48,49.
Average treatment times are reported at 45 to 60
minutes with minimal to no recovery time. Patient
satisfaction rates have been reported as high as 70%
at 3 months follow-up.
Fatemi et al have shown that within 18 weeks of
HIFU-mediated adipose tissue ablation, 95% of the
cellular debris had been reabsorbed, without post
treatment changes in patients’ lipid profiles or
comprehensive metabolic panels49,50,51.
Radiofrequency (RF)
Radiofrequency (RF) energy is produced by an
electromagnetic field. Radiofrequency energy is
conducted electrically to tissue, and heat is produced
when the tissue’s inherent resistance (impedance)
converts the electrical current to thermal energy.
This reaction is dictated by the following formula:
energy (J) = I2 X R X T (where I = current, R = tissue
impedance, and T = time of application)52.
High-impedance tissues, such as subcutaneous
fat, generate greater heat and account for the deeper
thermal effects of RF devices. The first device in
this area was a monopolar radiofrequency (RF)
device that was FDA approved for the non-invasive
tightening of periorbital rhytides using this proven
mechanism of skin tightening53.
Disadvantages of that first generation device
included inconsistency of clinical results and
significant discomfort during treatment.
Newer bipolar and monopolar RF devices are
constantly being developed to improve results
and minimise discomfort. Both monopolar and
bipolar RF devices have been used for cutaneous
applications.
Monopolar systems deliver current through
a single contact point with an accompanying
grounding pad that serves as a low resistance
path for current flow to complete the electrical
circuit. Monopolar electrodes concentrate most of
their energy near the point of contact, and energy
rapidly diminishes as the current flows toward the
grounding electrode.
Bipolar devices pass electrical current only between
two positioned electrodes applied to the skin.
No grounding pad is necessary with these systems
because no current flows throughout the rest of the
body. Lately, even tripolar RF systems have been
devised.
Tripolar treatments exclusively utilise the
effects of combining unipolar RF and bipolar RF
energies in one applicator to simultaneously heat
deep and superficial tissue layers, while protecting
the surface skin. The tripolar RF technology uses
sophisticated algorithms to control the treatment
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electrodes, which change the current and polarity to
achieve variable energy focus in different fat layers
resulting in visible clinical results54.
Lolis and Goldberg in their review on
radiofrequency concluded that its results are
modest and found mostly in non-randomised and
non-controlled studies that assessed efficacy by
subjective methods, which makes it difficult to draw
conclusions about its benefit55.
On the contrary, a clinical study by Franco et al
shows that RF devices can be used to selectively
heat subcutaneous adipose tissue and induce lethal
thermal damage to adipose tissue while sparing the
overlying and underlying tissues.
Thermal exposures to 43–45 Celsius degrees over
several minutes may result in a delayed adipocyte
death response. This may have a role in decreasing
overall waist circumference and fat removal as well.
Uniform heating of subcutaneous tissue at
sustained therapeutic temperatures has been shown
to trigger apoptosis of cells.
A decrease in fat volume is supposed to be seen
3–8 weeks after treatment56.
A randomised human tissue studies published
by De La Casa Almeida M et al have shown a high
voltage electroporation apoptotic effect on up to
30% of the adipocytes in the field of treatment,
leading to a permanent RF induced fat reduction57.
Acoustic Wave Therapy (AWT)
Shockwaves transmit mechanical energy from the
place of generation to distant areas. They display
a single, mainly positive pressure pulse of large
amplitude that is followed by comparatively small
tensile wave components58.
When using shockwaves for therapy, effects
that make the pressure pulse even steeper as a
result of nonlinearity in the propagation medium,
as well as phenomena such as refraction and
diffraction at acoustic interfaces, must be taken into
consideration. The fact that shockwaves selectively
effect acoustical interfaces (connecting two media,
each with a different density; e.g. oil/water) and
pass through homogenous elastic tissue without
damage to the majority of the area is medically
important. Unfocused extracorporeal shockwaves
radially spread with an energy flow density per pulse
smaller than 0.1 mJ/mm2; their power decreases by
one third for every centimetre of penetration into
the tissue.
The biological mechanism of action after a
shockwave is still unknown to a large extent.
Biological reactions of liberation of different
agents (measured by immunohistochemistry)
such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
endothelial nitric oxide synthase (ENOS), and
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) have been
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reported.
On the subcellular level, the damages are: increase
of permeability of the cell membrane, lesions of
the cytoskeleton, and changes to mitochondria,
endoplasmic reticulum, and nuclear membrane of
the cell that may lead to apoptosis. Shockwaves are
also effective as a means of increasing local blood
circulation and metabolism, as well as having a high
antibacterial effect59,60,61.
To date, the potential molecular and cellular
mechanisms of action of shock waves on skin/fat
tissue described in the literature can be summarised
in: stimulation of blood and lymph circulation,
increased membrane permeability, stimulation
of the exchange of blood lipids, stimulation of
metabolism, reduced oxidative stress, increased
antioxidants (including ascorbic acid), induction
of neocollagenogenesis and neoelastinogenesis,
increased angiogenesis, expression of vascular
endothelial growth factor, endothelial nitric oxide
synthase, and proliferating cell nuclear antigen,
apoptosis of fat cells triggered by inflammation62.
On the topic Schlaudraff KU et al claim that radial
shock wave therapy is a safe and effective treatment
option for cellulite but the individual clinical
outcome cannot be predicted by the patient’s
individual cellulite grade at baseline, BMI, weight,
height, or age63.
Nassar AH et al conducted a randomised,
controlled clinical study to investigate the safety
and efficacy of acoustic wave therapy in body
contouring and the results obtained were not
statistically significant64.
Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT)
The first reports of Low-Level Laser Therapy
(LLLT) were published by Endre Mester from the
Semmelweiss University in Hungary. He originally
noticed hair regrowth in mice exposed to a ruby
laser (694 nm) and later used HeNe laser (632.8 nm)
to stimulate wound healing in animal models and
subsequently in clinical studies65,66,67.
The mechanism of action of LLLT on fat remains
somewhat controversial. Neira et al in their first
article attributed the effects of LLLT on adipocytes
to formation of transitory micropores, which were
visualised on Scanning Electron Microscope68,71,72.
These pores were proposed to allow the release
of intracellular lipids from adipocytes. One possible
explanation might be that, increased ROS levels
following LLLT initiate a process known as lipid
peroxidation where ROS reacts with lipids found
within the cellular membranes, and temporarily
damages them by creating pores. However, in an
attempt to replicate Neira data, Brown et al failed to
visualise any transitory micropores71.
Another possible mechanism of action for release
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of lipids was proposed to be through activation of the
complement cascade, which could cause induction
of adipocyte apoptosis and subsequent discharge
of lipids. To investigate the complement activation
theory, Caruso-Davis et al exposed differentiated
human adipocytes to plasma.
With and without irradiation there was noted
to be no difference in complement-induced lysis
of adipocytes. Although no enzymatic assays were
done to determine levels of complement within the
plasma, the group concluded that laser does not
activate complement67,74.
Lastly, in contrast to Neira findings, it was
observed that the external cell membrane preserved
its normal appearance in electron microscopy,
presenting neither ruptures nor pores, and no other
signs of lipolysis were observed, except for the
disposition of fused fatty vacuoles. An additional
paper called into question the ability of red light
(635 nm) to penetrate effectively below the skin
surface and into the subdermal tissues68,74.
In a supportive commentary Peter Fodor stated;
“One could postulate that the presence of the black
dots on SEM images on the surface of fat cells reported
by Neira et al. could represent an artefact” 69,74.
It is also possible that LLLT stimulates the
mitochondria in adipocytes that in turn leads to an
increase ATP synthesis with subsequent upregulation
of cAMP; the increased cAMP could activate protein
kinase which could stimulate cytoplasmic lipase,
this enzyme converts triglycerides into fatty acids
and glycerol, which can both pass through pores
formed in the cell membrane causing a shrinkage in
adipocytes70,73,74.
However, Caruso-Davis et al findings from in
vitro studies on human fat cells obtained from
subcutaneous fat, irradiated with 635–680 nm LLLT
for 10 minutes demonstrated no increase of glycerol
and fatty acids suggesting that fat loss from the
adipocytes in response to laser treatment was not
due to a stimulation of lipolysis, nevertheless they
did detect increased plasmatic triglyceride levels
which further supported the formation of pores in
adipocytes69,74.

Conclusions
Cellulite is a multifactorial condition that is
present in 80-90 % of post-pubertal women. Despite
its high prevalence, it remains a major cosmetic
concern for women.
Several therapeutic options for cellulite are
available today but none has been shown to lead
to clinical resolution. While many treatments claim
to be able to improve the appearance of cellulite,
the long-term effectiveness of these treatments
and whether the logic behind these treatments can

lead to a long-term improvement, has not been
extensively reviewed. Many studies emphasise
that only a combination of treatments may control
cellulite but there is a need of studies to evaluate
the actual contribution of each modality when
combined with other modalities14.
Luebberding S et al recently published a
systematic review about the cellulite treatments.
In total, 67 articles were analysed for the following
information: therapy, presence of a control group,
randomisation, blinding, sample size, description of
statistical methods, results, and level of evidence.
Most of the evaluated studies, including laser and
light-based modalities, radiofrequency, and others
had important methodological flaws; some did
not use cellulite severity as an endpoint or did not
provide sufficient statistical analyses.
Of the 67 studies analysed in this review, only 19
were placebo-controlled studies with randomisation.
Some evidence for potential benefit was only seen
for acoustic wave therapy (AWT) and the 1440 nm
Nd:YAG minimally invasive laser.
The conclusions of the review claim that no clear
evidence of good efficacy could be identified in any
of the evaluated cellulite treatments75.
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ABSTRACT
The Authors aimed at analysing the prominent factors in the facial ageing
process in order to define the best procedure for noticeable, natural and longlasting results.
The Authors have defined the population that most requests facial
rejuvenation (women in the 45-55 years age range) as well as the areas of the
face most targeted by the ageing process (the periocular, malar, zygomatic and
perioral zones) and its factors (volume loss, cutaneous ageing, tissues descent).
Upon the previous considerations, the Authors have standardised a method
which aims at correcting the main causes of ageing through volumes restoration
and tissues regeneration thanks to the S.E.F.F.I. technique (Superficial Enhanced
Fluid Fat Injection) and tissue repositioning which is obtained by the M.I.V.E.L.
technique (Minimal Incisions Vertical Endoscopic Lifting). This method was
acronymised into “R3” (Restoration, Regeneration, Repositioning).
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Introduction
The Authors posed themselves three fundamental
questions in order to acknowledge the statistically
preferable surgical method for the correction of the
facial ageing process.
1. What sex are our patients?
2. What is our patients’ average age?
3. Which face areas are most involved in the cutan
ous ageing process?
4. What mainly happens in these areas?
Our cases: Since 2001, we have had 421 surgical
facial rejuvenation cases that show us that the average
age of patients who undergo facial rejuvenation
surgery is 46 years old and that 87% of them are
women. To evaluate which are the most involved

Figure 1

areas in the ageing process of the face and what
occurs to them in the meanwhile, we have compared
50 women (among our patients in the 45-55 age
range) to photos of their own faces 20 years earlier.
We have therefore evaluated three parameters:
a. Loss of volume
b. Cutaneous ageing
c. Tissue descent
The central area of the face resulted as the most
involved in the ageing process.
We have furthered our analysis by dividing
the central area of the face into 4 subareas: (SC=
Superior Complex, LC = Lateral Complex, IC =
Inferior Complex and OC = Oral Complex) (Fig. 1)
and we evaluated each of them on our previous
parameters basis (Table 1).
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Table 1

Our study highlighted the loss of volume as
the main cause of the ageing process, followed by
cutaneous ageing and tissue descent, respectively
holding the second and third place.
The Authors have therefore selected the S.E.F.F.I.
technique1,2,3 as the most indicated for volume
restoration and tissue regeneration, with the
MIVEL technique4,5,6 as the most suitable for tissue
endoscopic repositioning. The techniques have been
originally designed by one of the Authors (AG) and
subsequently standardised by the two Authors (AG
and F.P.B)1,2,3,4,5.

Materials and methods
A retrospective analysis of 447 consecutive facial
rejuvenation procedures, from January 2001 to June
2015, was performed.
The study was conducted in accordance with
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and the
treatment techniques were performed according to
internal standardised protocols.
All procedures were performed in 2 private
centres, and therefore international review board

approval was not required.
M.I.V.E.L. and S.E.F.F.I. are performed in the same
surgical procedure; M.I.V.E.L. is performed first in
all patients.
S.E.F.F.I. Superficial Enhanced Fluid Fat Injection
Traditional fat grafting techniques rely on Coleman’s
harvesting technique9 with 4 by 2 mm side-port
cannulas, followed by fat injection in the deep plane.
A well-known disadvantage of this technique is that
even deep fat implantation is risky in the eyelids
because it can potentially cause visible lumps under
the thin eyelid skin. Moreover, the adipose tissue
harvested with large side ports cannulas (often>2 mm)
was formed by big lobules which made certain areas,
e.g. the periocular zone, virtually untreatable due to a
contour irregularity risk.
In some areas, deep graft was actually unfeasible,
as it would involve wide dissections if associated to
surgical practices.
These observations led us to explore three issues:
• improving the adipose tissue survival
• making the tissue more fluid and

more
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homogenous for a superficial graft
• enhancing the adipose tissue regenerative action
Injecting adipose tissue diffusely (avoiding
“bolus”) and superficially (where the vascular dermal
plexus is richer) increases the superficial contact of
adipose cells hence the survival chances.
In order to do so, it is necessary to dispose of
fluid tissue with small adipose lobules that does not
create cutaneous superficial irregularities.
It became apparent that the cutaneous quality
improvement was due to the SVF action (Stromal
Vascular Fraction) of the harvested adipose tissue.
Actually, many pluripotent cellular lines can be
found in the SVF and, among them, a rich presence
of pre-adipocytes, also known as ADSCs (Adipose
Derived Stem Cells). ADSCs consist of 2 cellular
lines: the MSCs (Mesenchymal Stem Cells) and the
HSCs (Hematopoietic Stem Cells).
It is thanks to the action of these two pluripotent
SVF cellular lines that the adipose tissue great
potential in the regenerative field was eventually
discovered. A potential that goes way beyond simple
volume restoration.
ADSCs are the precious fraction, the “gold”, that
can be found in the “river” of the adipose tissue.
In order to gather this “gold” we need a fine sieve,
an accurate and delicate preparation as well as a
precise and superficial graft: this is what SEFFI is.
SEFFI fundamental steps are:
a. harvesting with small side-ports (0.5 and 0.8
mm) cannulas
b. delicate wash and centrifugation
c. enrichment with PRP6
d. superficial grafts
e. injecting prevalently by needle

Figure 2

of the orbital frame is on the sub-periosteal plane,
while in the lateral and inferior portion it is superperiosteal and under the orbicular muscle (Fig. 3).

Adipose tissue has great potentials but it must be
handled carefully and delicately, following accurate
protocols based on scientific studies. Only in this
way will we be able to take advantage of its great
regenerative power and maximise the adipocyte’s
survival rate.
In the picture, the areas treated with different
types of SEFFI (0.8 and 0.5) are highlighted as well
as the injected average quantities (Fig. 2).
M.I.V.E.L. Minimal Incisions Vertical Endoscopic
Lifting
Such technique requires an endoscopic approach
through 2 mm long incisions in the scalp. After an
infiltration of anaesthetic solution (1:100,000 and
1:400,000) an orbital frame complete dissection is
performed; such dissection, in the superior portion
Figure 3
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This dissection requires the complete loosening
of tissues, which must be obtained respecting the
nervous and vascular structures.
The endoscopic procedure not only makes
the approach less invasive compared to the long
incisions of the open approach, but it also makes
tissue loosening much safer in that, thanks to
the endoscopic vision, the surgeon has a direct
and magnified view of the vascular and nervous
anatomic structures.
At the end of the endoscopic dissection, the
tissues are fixed in their original positions along
vertical vectors through some suspension stitches
(Gennai’s stitches) (Fig. 4).

Results
Clinical assessment was performed for all 447
consecutive patients.
No major complications were recorded. Tissue
repositioning was evaluated as “good” and “optimal”
in all patients. Skin regeneration was classified as
“satisfactory” in 10%, and “good” or “optimal” in
90% of patients. Volume restoration was evaluated
as “not satisfactory” in 20% of patients and “good”
or “optimal” in the remaining 80% of patients.
The aforementioned procedures have been
performed under assisted local anaesthetic in 73%
of the cases in DH, while 27% of the cases were
under general anaesthetic followed by one night’s
observation (Figs. 5a-b, 6a-b, 7a-b, 8a-b).

Figure 5a

Figure 4

Figure 5b

The endoscopic procedure is less invasive
compared to the long incisions required for the open
approach, and is safer given that the endoscopic
vision allows the surgeon to have a direct and
magnified view of the vascular and nervous anatomic
structures.
Clinical assessment of facial rejuvenation
included a retrospective evaluation of pre-treatment
and post-treatment photographs by the authors at 3,
6 and 12 months post-operatively, in terms of tissue
repositioning, skin regeneration (increase the aspect
of the skin, reduction of wrinkles and fine lines) and
volume restoration. Scoring was scaled according to
1 = no effect, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = good 4 = optimal.

Figure 6a
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Figure 8b

Discussion
The three most important factors of facial ageing
are volume loss, skin ageing and tissue depletion.
Following previous investigations, the authors
identified:

Figure 7a

• The average age of facial rejuvenation patients
is 46 years old.
• The factor acting in facial rejuvenation according
to patient survey results is principally volume
loss, followed by skin ageing, and finally descent
of tissue depletion.
• The area of the face most involved in facial
ageing is the central zone.
Moving from our evaluation, we can reach the
conclusion that if we want to effectively correct facial
ageing we must in the first place correct volume loss,
skin ageing, and then, tissue descent. If necessary,
this should be combined with ancillary techniques
such as superior and inferior blepharoplasty.
In our vision of facial rejuvenation, we believe it
is necessary to:

Figure 7b

Figure 8a

1. Reposition tissues along vertical vectors
2. Restore lost volumes
3. Regenerate the skin
This is why we have decided to call “R3” our
approach to facial rejuvenation.
To effectively correct facial ageing for a natural
and long lasting surgical facial rejuvenation, the
M.I.V.E.L. and S.E.F.F.I. techniques are promising.
S.E.F.F.I. corrects volume loss and skin ageing
whilst M.I.V.E.L. fixes tissue in its original position
along vertical vectors, with the Gennai suspension
stitches3.
The harvested adipose tissue has great potential,
but should be handled carefully and delicately to
take advantage of its great regenerative power and
maximise its survival rate. In the recent year many
studies focused on micro fat graft; Tonnard et al10
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has described nanofat; they proved the nanofat was
rich in stromal vascular fraction (SVF) but there were
no viable adipocytes; Stuzin’s8 comment underlines
the fact that the substance that the author term
nanofat, is not fat at all. Trivisonno et al7 proved that
harvesting fat with small side port cannulas carried
a two-fold increase in ADSC content compared to
traditional harvesting cannulas.
The S.E.F.F.I. technique is designed to harvest more
fluid and more homogenous fluid fat trough very
small side-port cannulas (0.8–0.5 mm). This tissue
harvested thought the small side-port cannulas did
not need mechanical or chemical manipulation in
order to obtain a smooth fluid tissue; we only gently
washed and centrifuged tissue then enhanced
with PRP before to inject the Enhanced Fluid Fat in
superficial layer where the vascular dermal plexus
is richer. The adipose tissue regenerative action
is enhanced along with their chances of survival,
whilst reducing the risk of cutaneous superficial
irregularities.
Our principal concern of this technique (which is
the same for any fat grafting and filler technique)
is the potential risk of vascular accidents. Improper
injection in particular area of the face exposes the
patient of the risk of disastrous results11,12.
To decrease these potential risks we didn’t treat
nose and glabella areas, we injected in the very
superficial layer (dermis or subdermis), performed
aspiration prior to injection, local vasoconstrictor,
applied very low pressure, stopped injection
when the resistance increased, performed linear
retrograde injection and injected using small
syringes (1 -3 ml)13.
To effectively correct facial ageing for a natural
and long-lasting surgical facial rejuvenation, the
M.I.V.E.L. and S.E.F.F.I. techniques are promising.
The S.E.F.F.I. technique corrects the volume loss
and regenerates the skin, and M.I.V.E.L. corrects
the descent of tissue without pulling and cutting
the skin though an endoscopic approach which is
less invasive than the open approach, and safer,
allowing direct and magnified view of the vascular
and nervous anatomic structures.
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ABSTRACT
Two cases of complications that developed in the late period after
polyacrylamide gel (PAAG) injection into the breasts are reported. Surgically
removed tissues were stained with haematoxylin and eosin for morphological
examination. Both reported cases show that biopsies obtained from the central
zone of filler (PAAG) injection have a morphological pattern that is characteristic
for this filler. Complications in these two observations were associated with
migration of the gel into peripheral regions of the breast, outside the area of
injection. Morphological pattern at these sites was typical for CaHa-containing
fillers. An analysis of comparisons of clinical and morphological features of the
two cases is presented. Practical recommendations for the verification of the
filler that can help exclude errors in the assessment of morphological changes
in tissues are proposed. Morphological examinations of nine specimens are
reported in this article, by means of which the fate of injected filler (PAAG) is
tracked from the central zone to the peripheral sites, where the morphological
pattern becomes atypical. The role of microphages in filler resorption is shown,
together with the phenomenon of vessel embolisation with multinucleated
gigantic foreign cell bodies. The main conclusion is based on the importance of
labelling the specimen with designation of the central and the peripheral zone
with the aim of avoiding diagnostic errors.
Keywords
Polyacrylamide gel, complications
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Introduction
The turn of the XXI century has marked the
unprecedented development of the injection plasty
technique. According to the American Association
of Plastic Surgeons, 8.3 million such procedures
were conducted worldwide in 2003, with the
number reaching 12 million in 2004. This fact was
accompanied by the increase of absolute number of
complications in the short (days-months) as well as
in the long (beyond 1 year) term.
The reasons for these complications are due to
the technical mistakes during the gel injections in
the first place and, on the other hand, to the physical
and chemical properties of the injectable agent and
tissue reaction caused by it. More than 10 groups
of preparations are being used in cosmetic clinics
at present, all of which are different in physical
properties and chemical composition.
All of them can evoke clinical complications
based on the certain morphological alterations in
tissue in the area of filler injection. Complications
can manifest clinically as tumour-like formations,
infiltration, nodules, gel displacement, etc. Vascular
reactions may be accompanied by the appearance
of ecchymosis (petechiae), bruises, hematomas, and
events of vessel occlusion or embolisation leading
to the formation of necrosis.
Inflammatory changes can induce generation of
long-standing oedema, papular-pustular nodules,
resembling bacterial infection, although being, in
fact, sterile. Infectious complications are very rarely
observed. However, in cases of disregard for sterility
during the conduction of manipulation abscesses
and fissures may form at the site of filler injection.
All this diversity of complications in most cases
entails development of productive inflammatory
changes in tissues, which result in granuloma
formation.
The experience in morphological study of
operative and biopsy material from patients with
contour injection plasty, accumulated by clinics
worldwide, provides the researchers with an
opportunity to define with certainty the nature of
the injected material, which gives them the right
to consider the morphological study to be the gold
standard of diagnostics1,2,3.
In our previous works, we described morphological
patterns of tissue changes in the remote period after
injection of fillers of different composition. On the
basis of these morphological studies, we concluded
that it was possible to conduct the verification of
the filler, which had caused this or that particular
complication.
However, the examination of operative material
from two patients made us revise the viewpoint that
considered the postulate, that morphology is the
gold diagnostic standard, absolutely right.

Case studies
Case study 1
Patient E., 49 years old, in 1999 underwent
contour breast plasty with the injection of PAAG for
correction. In 2009, a small gel displacement into
the subcutaneous layer of the right lateral side of
the chest without signs of inflammation was noted.
A procedure of displaced gel fragments’ removal
was conducted with elimination of the newly formed
subcutaneous pocket by means of fixation of the
skin and subcutaneous fat to underlying tissues.
In 2011, a new gel accumulation was seen again in
the same zone with a tendency towards enlargement.
A decision was made to remove the gel and revise
the retromammary space.
During the surgery, focal conglomerates of gel were
found in adipose cellular tissue and intramuscularly
with fibrotic changes of the surrounding tissue.
Macroscopically, gel had different structure,
from unchanged (in subcutaneous fat) (Fig. 1a) to
destructed in the form of ‘semolina grains’ (Fig.
1b). Furthermore, gel agglomerates in the form
of circular bodies were located along the muscles
and blood vessels, firmly attaching to them. These
agglomerates had a vinous-blue colour, a size of 0.2
x 0.2 cm and resembled “clusters of grapes”. Remote
tissues were also subjected to morphological study.

Figure 1a

	
  

Figure 1b
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Figures 1a-b-c - Unaltered PAAG in subcutaneous fat (1-a),
destructed PAAG (1-b) and compact gel accumulations in the shape	
  
of a “cluster of grapes” located along the blood vessels and muscle
fibres (1-c) in patient E.

Figure 2

Figure 2 - Typical morphological pattern of complication that
developed after PAAG injection in patient G. Haematoxylin and
eosin staining x100 BV-basophilic vacuoles; GC-giant cells of
foreign bodies.

	
  

Case study 2
Patient G., 39 years old, in 1999 underwent
contour injection breast plasty with the injection
of PAAG. In 2010, after trauma to the lower inner
quadrant of the left breast, a focal skin discoloration
was seen.
In eight months a suppurative inflammation with
a sinus duct formation developed. With the aim of
maintaining equivalent breath size in two months
after the relief of inflammation, PAAG was removed
from both mammary glands. On revision of the
right breast dense gel masses were found, which
resembled a “cluster of grapes”. Remote tissues
were subjected to morphological study.
On the examination of tissues, derived from
multiple studies in the late period (in 10-12 years
after PAAG injection) from the zone of original
gel injection both patients had a characteristic
morphological pattern of complication. In tissues
a multitude of basophile vacuoles of different
sizes and shapes were found, located between
fibrous stromal fibres, surrounded by solitary
multinucleated foreign body giant cells (Fig. 2). In
some sections injected gel in the form of a basophile
amorphous mass was surrounded by thickened
capsule of connective tissue. Similar description
of a morphological pattern of complication after
PAAG injections is mentioned in the works of other
authors4,5,6. Together with the typical for this filler
changes, we discovered morphological patterns in
tissues, that are more characteristic for calcium
hydroxyapatite (CaHa)-containing fillers, such as
Radiesse (Fig. 3). Atypical morphological pattern of
complication after PAAG injection is characterised
by the presence of macrophages and multiple
multinucleated small-sized foreign body cells,
surrounding the altered gel residues.
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Figure 3

Figure 3 - Atypical morphological pattern of complication that
developed after PAAG injection in patient G. Multinucleated smallsized foreign body cells. Haematoxylin and eosin staining x100
BV-basophilic vacuoles; GC-giant cells of foreign bodies.

A similar morphological pattern is reported by
other authors, yet as a complication of injection
of preparations containing CaHa-microspheres7,8.
Moreover, the authors stress, that multinucleated
foreign body cells accumulated around the
microspheres, which looked like nuclear-free bodies
with an intensive blue staining (microcalcifications).
The comparison of clinical and morphological
findings from both cases allowed us to conclude that
after long-term presence of injected PAAG, its destiny
at different sites is not the same. So, gel, obtained from
the area of the injection of the preparation (central
zone), remains intact for a long time (Fig. 2).
The gel, present in minor quantities in zones of
displacement, as in patient E., or in direct contact with
adjoining surrounding tissues, as in patient G., had a
dense consistency and resembled macroscopically
a “cluster of grapes” (Fig. 4a). On the microscopic
examination of multiple biopsy materials, we noted
that gel resorption begins first of all in these peripheral
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areas. On the detailed analysis of biopsy samples taken
from circular bodies, forming the ‘cluster of grapes’, the
latter looked like encapsulated masses of altered gel
that contained granulomas inside it with blood vessels
in their centres (Fig. 4b).

Figure 5a - A multinucleated cell “attacks” a microglobule (arrow)
Figure 5b - A microglobule in cytoplasm of a foreign body cell
(arrow)
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Later on occurs the subsidence of productive	
  
inflammatory process, morphological manifestation
of which is, together with resorption of thickened gel
residues, fibrosis accompanied by neoangiogenesis
with generation of blood vessels of different calibre
(from capillary type vessels to arterioles) (Figs. 6a-b).

	
  

FC	
  

Figures 4a-b - Macroscopic view of the removed specimen in the
shape of a “cluster of grapes” (4a) and its morphological structure
(4b). Haematoxylin and eosin staining x40.
	
  
FC-fibrous capsule; G-granulomas of the foreign bodies; V- vessels
in the centre of granulomas.
Figure 6a

In other sections of the peripheral zone, as a result
of thickening, gel turned into rounded eosinophilic
particles of small size (microglobules). Around such
particles, there were multiple multinucleated smallsized foreign body cells, which ‘attack’ and thereafter
engulf gel microglobules (Figs. 5a-b).

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Figure 6b
	
  

Figures 6a-b - Newly formed blood vessels of different calibre
(arrow). Haematoxylin and eosin staining x200

Figure 5a
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The final outcome of productive inflammation
reduction process is the detection of phenomenon
of vessel embolisation with gigantic multi-nucleated
foreign body cells.
Emboli can be presented by separate cells as well
as by their groupings (Figs. 7a-b).

Figure 7a
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history, duration of the process, macroscopic
changes, and the zone, from which the material was
taken. Consequently, in the case of our patient E.,
when by the time of development of complications
in the form of gel displacement (peripheral zone)
the name of the filler injected ten years ago could
not be exactly established, only the hint of its longterm presence allowed to verify it as PAAG, despite
of resemblance of the morphological changes to
CaHa-containing preparations, after injections of
which complications usually arise in an earlier
period (from a few months to one year).
Atypical productive inflammatory reaction in
both cases is caused by endogenously formed
eosinophilic microglobules, appeared as a result
of PAAG transformation during its prolonged
residence in peripheral zones.
Whereas in the case of CaHa-containing filler
injections, the origin of a resembling productive
inflammatory reaction is due to the original presence
of calcium microspheres in the preparation in the
form of microglobules of basophilic staining.
This fact explains the similarity of morphological
patterns that can lead to erroneous diagnosis.

Conclusions

Figure 7b
	
  

Figures 7a-b - Multinucleated foreign body cells in blood vessels.
Haematoxylin and eosin staining x400

Results and discussion
Morphological study of tissue samples necessitated
us defining two zones of presence of injected PAAG:
central, where the greater quantity of gel is located
(the original injection site), with complication pattern
that is typical for PAAG; and peripheral, with lesser
quantity of the filler in the area of direct contact
with tissues (vessels and muscle) or in the area of its
displacement with atypical morphological pattern of
complication for PAAG.
Turning back to the possibility of recognition
of morphological study as a gold diagnostic
standard, we reckon that, in the majority of cases
this postulate can be considered true. However, in
presented examples, having come across certain
diagnostic difficulties, we came to the conclusion
that to establish a correct diagnosis, one must also
consider clinical information, in particular: medical

To avoid the morphological error in filler
identification one should take into account clinical
data: medical history, time of preparation’s residence
in tissue, macroscopic changes with compulsory
labelling of the zone, from which the material was
taken. One ought to be extremely careful in the
interpretation of obtained results and obligatory
conduct thorough morphological comparisons,
especially with the emergence of newer fillers on the
world market.
The main conclusion is based on the importance
of labelling the specimen with designation of the
central and the peripheral zone with the aim of
avoiding diagnostic errors.
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Introduction
The industry’s ability to create new devices has
exceeded all expectations. By including different
treatment principles and technologies in compact
spaces, with power autonomy and great portability,
treatments that could only be imagined ten years
ago are now a reality. However, technological
progress has been directly proportional to a blurring
of the lines between science and business: useless
devices have been designed; techniques that provide
lesser results but higher economic gain have been
developed; and sometimes, aesthetic medicine has
succumbed to marketing. This is why all devices are
tested at i2e3 (Instituto de Investigaciones para las
Especialidades Estéticas y del Envejecimiento).
The number of studies and papers published on
the use of carboxytherapy in aesthetic medicine is
growing exponentially1.
Nowadays, not only is there significant evidence
of its usefulness2, but also various information
regarding its application as a complement of many
other treatments, such as liposuction3, and its role
in modulating physiological processes, such as the
Bohr Effect4.
Its vasodilating effect and the concomitant
increase in blood perfusion have been strongly
documented for over 25 years5, and are excellent
for stimulating tissue oxygenation, among other
things6.
On the other hand, the deleterious effects of
extreme cold on human tissues are well-known7-9.
However, the use of extremely low temperatures
as a treatment principle is much more recent.
Cold is used in myriad ways in medicine: as
an anti-inflammatory, as an analgesic10, as an
adipocytolytic11, and as a vasoconstrictor, among
others. Cold is applied in isolation or combined
with other physical principles12. Its analgesic and
vasoconstrictor effects mean that it will be present
in any booth, medical office, and operating room
around the world.
The technology we have tested for this paper,
called CooliftingTM, is based on the non-invasive
administration of active ingredients by means
of CO2 pulses at very high pressure and very low
temperature. The purpose of this paper is the
assessment of the CooliftingTM device.

Materials and methods
Subjects
16 healthy women were included in this study.
Inclusion criteria: a) 35 to 50 years old; b) no severe,
skin, face or systemic pathologies; c) not undergoing
any chronic treatment or receiving any daily

medication; d) no aesthetic medical treatments or
procedures during one month prior to the session.
Sample
Every subject had measurements recorded
immediately prior to the therapeutic session
(control measurement, S0) and 24-36 hours after the
therapeutic session (S1).
Device
CooliftingTM, BeautyGun S.L., Barcelona, Spain. It is
a 1.2 kg gun-like device that is loaded with a sessionkit provided by the manufacturer, consisting of: a) a
CO2 33 g cartridge, and b) a 4 ml vial with the active
principles (sorghum bicolour extract, wheat protein,
hyaluronic acid) and other ingredients as per the
technical specifications.
Measurements
There are valid methods to measure optical,
mechanical and tactile properties of the skin1.
Data was obtained under partially controlled
ambient conditions (temperature and humidity)
using different test probes, cameras and diagnosis
devices:
• Cutometer® MPA 580, Courage Khazaka, GmbH,
Köln, Germany.
• Corneometer® CM825, Courage Khazaka, GmbH,
Köln, Germany.
• Frictiometer® FR700, Courage Khazaka, GmbH,
Köln, Germany.
• Glossymeter® GL200, Courage Khazaka, GmbH,
Köln, Germany.
• Reveal Imager®, Canfield Scientific, Inc., New
Jersey, USA.
Questionnaires
Single-question, closed-answer and self-assessed
questionnaires were answered by patients 24 hours
after treatment. Question posed: Have you noticed
any improvement in your skin? Possible answers:
No (1 point); Don’t know/Not sure (2 points); Yes
(3 points); Yes, great changes (4 points); Yes,
spectacular changes (5 points).
Therapeutic session
All sessions were performed by the same
professional. Sessions lasted 4 minutes (parameter
set by the manufacturer, cannot be changed).
A drying towel was applied to the skin prior to the
session. No antiseptic agent was used. Application
was performed in right and left cheek areas.
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Analysis

Frictiometry scale 1 to 1000 points (according to
manufacturer device set-up).

Descriptive statistics were used to analyse
the sample. Means and standard deviations were
used as central tendency and dispersion indexes,
respectively. A “Shapiro-Wilk Test” was used to
assess normal distribution. Whenever it was verified,
a “Student T Test” was used to compare means and
determine statistical significance.
When normal distribution was rejected, nonparametrical “Wilcoxon T Test” was used to
determine statistical significance and median was
used instead of the mean. Two-tailed tests for
paired samples were used. SPSS 17.0 for Windows®
(Statistical Product and Service Solutions Ibérica,
S.L.U., Madrid, Spain) was the software used for
statistical analysis.

Results
The sample analysed consisted of 16 women
(n=16) with a mean age of 41.875 (SD 2.825)
years old. S0 stands for the control pre-treatment
measurement and S1 for the final 24 hours posttreatment measurement.
Questionnaires
Table 1 shows the answers to the question Have
you noticed any improvement in your skin?

Glossymetry
Variable 1: total gloss. S0 mean gloss: 4.582 (SD
1.171). S1 mean gloss: 5.567 (SD 1.476); p=0.048.
Variable 2: isolated gloss, after DSC (diffuse
scattering correction). S0 mean gloss: 2.536 (SD
1.084). S1 mean gloss: 3.419 (SD 1.508); p=0.008.
Cutometry
Data was obtained from 19 variables (Table 2).
n

Pre-treatment (SD)

Post treatment (SD)

p

R0

16

0.349 (0.091)

0.333 (0.106)

>0.05

R1

16

0.132 (0.056)

0.107 (0.049)

>0.05

R2

16

0.65 (0,077)

0.711 (0.085)

<0.05

R3

16

0.424 (0.112)

0.400 (0.130)

>0.05

R4

16

0.223 (0.083)

0.204 (0.078)

>0.05

R5

16

0.377 (0.107)

0.396 (0.100)

>0.05

R6

16

0.514 (0.136)

0.474 (0,010)

>0.05

R7

16

0.249 (0.055)

0.266 (0.047)

>0.05

R8

16

0.220 (0.060)

0.202 (0.039)

>0.05

R9

16

0.078 (0.030)

0.071 (0.033)

>0.05

F0

16

11.460 (3.584)

10.493 (2.735)

>0.05

Answer

n.

No

0

F1

16

0.097 (0.186)

0.830 (0.096)

>0.05

Don’t know/Not sure

0

F2

16

1.343 (0.452)

1.355 (0.435)

>0.05

Yes

10

F3

16

7.803 (1.789)

7.662 (1.849)

>0.05

Yes, great

5

F4

16

15.521 (4.173)

14.155 (3.449)

>0.05

Q0

10

63.644 (14.068)

61.911 (11.229)

>0.05

Yes, spectacular

1

Q1

10

0.574 (0.071)

0.566 (0.054)

>0.05

Q2

10

0.411 (0.073)

0.410 (0.051)

>0.05

Q3

10

0.163 (0.041)

0.157 (0.015)

>0.05

Table 1. Questionnaire answers. “n” represents the number of
patients that provided that answer.

Corneometry
S0 mean hydration: 60.934% (SD 8.474). S1 mean
hydration: 66.337% (SD 7.649); p=0.068.

Table 2. Cutometry variables: comparison before and after treatment. “n” number of patients. SD: standard deviation. p: statistical significance. “R” variables: linear measurements, “F” and “Q”
variables: area measurement.

Reveal Camera
Frictiometry
S0 mean smoothness: 525,125 (SD 201.772). S1
mean smoothness: 391.012 (SD 167.628); p=0.049.

This device performs standard and polarised
pictures and shows a mexametric pigment
distribution: melanin and haemoglobin. It was not
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possible to observe clinical differences though
some pictures seemed to show a slight difference in
melanin distribution (Fig. 1).

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

Figure 1. Melanin distribution. Top: pre-treatment. Bottom: posttreatment. Black arrow shows a slight change in colour.

Discussion
Aesthetic treatments are applied seeking both
instant and long-term effects. The former (“flash”
effects) are deemed qualitative and are usually due
to tissue changes mostly associated with changes in
a physical variable, such as water retention or light
reflection. These changes may occur almost instantly
and, as discussed in this paper, have statistical and
clinical repercussions. Not only have gloss (p=0.048;
p=0.008) and smoothness (p=0.049) increased in a
statistically significant degree, but also all patients
have noticed a change subjectively. 100% of patients
have reported a real and noticeable improvement:
31.25% rated it as a “great” improvement, and one
patient rated it as a “spectacular” improvement.
Although this information is subjective, it is of great
importance in aesthetic medicine. Further research
will be necessary in order to explore this subjective
component adequately.
The situation is different when it comes to
assessing those tissue properties that depend on
the number of cells performing a certain function or
the greater or smaller degree of synthesis of certain
molecules. These are quantitative properties, whose
paradigmatic example is elasticity. Other examples
may be the other mechanical properties of skin, such
as distensibility or the depletion of the adaptation
response to mechanical stress. These properties will
be affected by multiple different variables. However,
for this example in particular, they will depend
mostly on the quantity, quality, and layout of skin
fibre proteins.
Observing the clinical impact resulting from
changes in processes where protein synthesis is
stimulated is neither easy nor quick. When the
purpose is to make physiological changes that will
have an effect on tissue such that they can be noted
macroscopically, patience is required.
Such is the case of cutometry. Although the R2
variable has resulted in positive and statistically

significant changes (p=0.041), the fact that
significance was isolated means that we should
think that this finding is important but has no great
impact on global cutometry analysis. Undoubtedly,
much more attractive than the statistical significance
of R2 is the overall trend of all 19 cutometry
variables as a whole. R0 represents the passive
behaviour of the skin when force is applied to it.
It is the first maximal amplitude, the highest point
of the first curve, and finds correlation with skin
firmness. R2 represents the portion of the elasticity
curve between the maximal amplitude and the skin
re-deformation capability.
This is the elasticity of the skin and the closer
the value gets to 1, the more elastic the tissue is.
R5 also correlates with elasticity, but analyses the
elastic component solely, not anchoring it to the
viscous component. Another elastic variable that
was analysed was R6. It represents the elastic part
of the visco-elasticity curve.
The smaller the value, the higher the elasticity. R7
represents the relation between the elastic portion
of the elasticity curve and the complete curve: the
closer the value is to 1 (100%), the more elastic the
curve is. “F” and “Q” parameters are “areas” and are
highly dependent on the maximum amplitude of the
curve.
All cutometry variables have evolved positively,
indicating greater elasticity and firmness, and lower
depletion in response to mechanical stress. This will
surely be a promising approach for this treatment
in the future. However, the design of this study is
not sensitive to the small and quick changes in the
mechanical properties of skin. The second sampling
is so immediate (24 hours post-treatment) that the
phenomenon does not have enough time to reach
significant levels.
The pulsed mechanical stimulus, the action of
CO2, and even the release of NO may partly explain
this phenomenon. Future research with serial
application protocols and medium-term followup is recommended. These designs may assess
whether the positive trend in the skin’s mechanical
properties observed in this study will materialise
into statistically significant changes.
Hydration has improved from a clinical
standpoint, although the improvement has not been
statistically significant. This observation may have
been partly biased, as initial mean hydration was
60.934%. These values are relatively good and much
more difficult to improve than lower values, such as
those from which we have started in other studies.
An explanation for this apparently better initial
hydration may be found in sample selection: The 16
volunteers were women between 35 and 50 years old
with no pathologies. However, this fact has made it
possible to confirm the interesting improvement of
this treatment on skin smoothness.
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In previous studies, we have had to deal with an
uncomfortable fact: the spectacular improvement
in hydration conditions biased the interpretation of
frictiometry13.
A corneal layer with higher water content
opposes more greatly to friction than a dryer one.
In other studies, we witnessed that patients with
poor initial hydration levels greatly improved their
condition, misleading frictiometry results and
interpretation. Further investigations with layered
initial comparable hydration-level groups will be
required to confirm these observations.
The overall conclusions of this study regarding
the test of the CooliftingTM device are:
i. It can achieve significant skin beauty enhancement
in the very short term by improving tissue gloss
(p<0.05).
ii. It can achieve significant skin beauty
enhancement in the very short term by
improving tissue smoothness (C).
iii. It can probably achieve significant skin beauty
enhancement in the very short term by improving
tissue hydration (correct tendency, p=0.068).
iv. It can probably achieve significant skin beauty
enhancement in the long term by improving
skin mechanical properties such as elasticity
and firmness (correct tendency, only R2 p<0.05).
v. It can possibly have a role in skin beauty
enhancement in the long term by improving
pigment distribution (isolated observations).
Since it is logical to assume to some extent
a dose-dependent effect, further studies with
higher exposure protocols and long-term followup may provide new evidence. In addition, designs
that include male subjects will be necessary to
extrapolate these results to the general population.
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Courses and Congresses

2015
19-21 February - Malaga (Spain)
30th Spanish Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Spanish Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Ronda General Mitre, 210, 08006 Barcelona (Spain)
President: Petra Vega
Web: www.seme.org
E-mail: secretaria@seme.org
14 March – Bucharest (Romania)
Course: Treatment of Vascular Lesions Romanian Society for Aesthetic Medicine and
Dermatologic Surgery
Venue: Hotel Novotel
Calea Victoriei 37B - Sector 1
010061 BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Organizer: Dr. Mihaela Leventer
mihaelaleventer@drleventercentre.com
www.drleventercentre.com
3-4-5 April – Marrakech (Morocco)
International Congress of Dermastic
Moroccan Association of Surgical Dermatology
– Cosmetic Aesthetic Medicine – Anti-Aging
Medicine
Venue: Le Meridien Nfis
President: Ahmed Bourra
www.dermastic.asso.ma
dermastic.asso@hotmail.com
24-25 April – Brussels (Belgium)
25th Congress of the Belgian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Radisson Blu Royal Hotel
Rue Fossé aux Loups, 47 – Brussel
Organisation
Jean Hebrant – Hugues Cartier
www.sbme-bveg.be
info@aesthetic-medicine.be

15-16-17 May – Rome (Italy)
36th National Congress of the Italian Society
of Aesthetic Medicine
10th National Congress of the Italian Academy of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Congress Centre Rome Cavalieri
President of the Congress: Emanuele Bartoletti

sime@lamedicinaestetica.it
congresso@lamedicinaestetica.it
www.lamedicinaestetica.it
28-29 May – Odessa (Ukraine)
International conference
“Important issues of current plastic surgery,
aesthetic medicine and dermatology”
Ukrainian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
President: Vladimir Tsepkolenko
office@virtus.ua
29-30 May – Pretoria (South Africa)
The 9th Aesthetic Medicine Congress of
South Africa
Aesthetic & Anti-aging Medicine Society of
South Africa
Venue: CSIR Convention Centre
President of the Congress: Riekie Smit
info@aesthmed.co.za
www.aesthmed.co.za
27-28 June – Tblisi (Georgia)
III International Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Georgian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: “Expo Georgia” Event Hall # 3
Co-organiser:
Scientific-Professional Society of Dermatovenereologists of Georgia
Department of Dermatovenereology of TSMU
Tel. +995 (32) 2 250565 - +995 5 5 77545108
info@gsoam.ge
www.gsoam.ge
16-17 July – Montevideo (Uruguay)
Congress of the Uruguayan Aesthetics Medical Society
President: Alberto Elbaum
www.sume.com.uy
3- 14 August - Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Degree course in Aesthetic and Anti-Aging
Medicine
Practical module
Argentinian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
SOARME
Director: Prof. Dr. Raúl Pinto
info@soarme.com
www.soarme.com
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22-23 September – Odessa (Ukraine)
Seminar and master class
“Regenerative technologies in aesthetic medicine”
Ukrainian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
President: Vladimir Tsepkolenko
office@virtus.ua
25-26 September – Paris (France)
36th National Congress of Aesthetic Medicine and Dermatologic Surgery
French Society of Aesthetic Medicine
French Association of Morpho-Aesthetic and
Anti-Aging Medicine
National Institute of education in aging prevention
Venue: Palais de Congres
www.sfme.info
congress@sfme.info
1-3 October – Quito (Ecuador)
VII Ecuadorian Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Ecuadorian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Swissotel Quito
President of the Congress: Viveka Tinoco Kirby
seem2008cg@gmail.com
www.seem.com.ec
2-4 October - Warsaw
XV International Congress of Aesthetic and
Anti-aging Medicine
X International Conference – Lasers and other
sources of energy in aesthetic medicine
Polish Society of Aesthetic and Anti-Aging
Medicine of Polish Medical Society
Venue: Warsaw-Hilton Poland
President: Andrzej Ignaciuk
sekretariat@ptmeiaa.p
www.ptmeiaa.pl
7 November – Lausanne (Switzerland)
XIV Congress of the Swiss Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Beau-Rivage Palace
President: Xavier Martin
www.ssme.ch
xmartin@worldcom.ch
6-7 November – Toronto (Ontario – Canada)
CAAM 12th Annual Conference
Canadian Association of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: The Westin Prince Hotel

CAAM Office Executive Director: Susan Roberts
s.roberts@caam.ca
www.caam.ca
12-15 November – Miami (Florida – Usa)
20th World Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
“Discoveries in Aesthetic Medicine”
American Academy of Aesthetic Medicine
Union International de Medicine Esthetique
Venue: JW Marriott Miami
President: Michel Delune
www.aaamed.org/20wcam
wcam@aaamed.org
14 November – Madrid (Spain)
VI Monographic days of SEME
Spanish Society of Aesthetic Medicine
www.seme.org
26-27 November – Alger (Algeria)
14th National Congress of Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery
Algerian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Hotel Hilton
President: Mohamed Oughanem
oughanem_m@hotmail.com
www.same-dz.com

2016
January – Caracas (Venezuela)
Degree course in Corporal Aesthetic
16 hours of University Credits
Degree Course in Facial Aesthetic
18 hours of University Credits
Degree Course in Metabolism, Nutrition and
integral management of obesity
10 hours of University Credits
Tel. 00 58 416 6219974
www.fuceme.org
fuceme@gmail.com
18-20 February – Malaga (Spain)
31st National Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Spanish Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Ronda General Mitre, 210, 08006 Barcelona (Spain)
President: Petra Vega
Web: www.seme.org
E-mail: secretaria@seme.org
3-5 March – Mexico City (Mexico)
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XI Pan American Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
XIII Mexican Congress of Aesthetic and AntiAging Medicine
XIII Venezuelan Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Mexican Scientific Society of Aesthetic Medicine
Aesthetic Medicine Society of Venezuela
Venue: Pepsi Center, WTC México
Calle Dakota S/N, Nápoles, 03810
Presidents: Blanca Miller Kobisher – Victor
Garcia Guevara
info@ippcvtas.com
www.congresodemedicinaestetica.com
25-26-27 March - Casablanca (Morocco)
International Congress of Dermastic
Moroccan Association of Surgical Dermatology
– Cosmetic Aesthetic Medicine – Anti-Aging
Medicine
President: Ahmed Bourra
www.dermastic.asso.ma
dermastic.asso@hotmail.com
31 March - 2 April - Buenos Aires (Argentina)
26th Argentinian Congress of Aesthetic
Medicine
Argentinian Society of Aesthetic Medicine
SOARME
Presidente: Prof. Dr. Raúl Pinto
info@soarme.com
www.soarme.com
13-15 May – Rome (Italy)
11th European Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
37th National Congress of the Italian Society
of Aesthetic Medicine
11th National Congress of the Italian Academy of Aesthetic Medicine
Venue: Congress Centre Rome Cavalieri
President of the Congress: Emanuele Bartoletti
sime@lamedicinaestetica.it
congresso@lamedicinaestetica.it
www.lamedicinaestetica.it
16-17 September – Paris (France)
37th National Congress of Aesthetic Medicine and Dermatologic Surgery
French Society of Aesthetic Medicine
French Association of Morpho-Aesthetic and
Anti-Aging Medicine
National Institute of education in aging prevention
Venue: Palais de Congres

www.sfme.info
congress@sfme.info

2017
27-29 October - Istanbul (Turkey)
21th World Congress of Aesthetic Medicine
Turkish Society of Aesthetic Medicine
President: Hasan Subasi
Rumeli Caddesi Durak Apt N° 2, D.7
Nisantasi, Istanbul - Turkey
www.estetiktipdernegi.org.tr
subasihasanm@superonline.com
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